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WORKING FROM HOME: DESIGNING THE IDEAL OFFICE SPACE

Home office remodels are on the rise. And, it's no wonder. According to a recent New York Times
article, 43 percent of American employees spend some time working remotely - usually from home. The
article, based on a 2016 Gallup Poll survey of more than 150,000, concluded that not only are more
employees working from home they also are spending more time doing so (compared to 2012
statistics). Another report, compiled in 2018 by the independent freelance company, Upwork, suggests
that at least 1/3 of Americans will be working from home in ten years.
If you plan to work more from home or are considering how best to spend remodel dollars for resale
purposes, consider adding a new home office to the list. The photos above come from a remodel that
we built for a couple in Golden Valley. When designing this new home office (and combined mudroom),
we drew on concepts presented in i+D Magazine's Insprining Work at Home. Key features include:
* Independence (office should be located away from main living and sleeping spaces);
* Natural lighting (or 5,000 + Kelvin temperature bulbs to mimic natural day light); and
* Task-specifc storage (mail slots, file drawers, pin-up boards, office supplies).
Contact us when you're ready to create your customized home office!

SHOP: NEW PRODUCTS
HOME OFFICE MUST HAVES
True. The products below are not as glamorous as the hand-glazed tile you might be considering for
your kitchen makeover, but these practical items should be considered standard installs for any home
office remodel:
* USB outlets for charging computers, phones, tablets;
* LED cans with Kelvin temperature of 5,000+(to mimic day light);
* Stand-up desk topper for improved posture and productivity. The adjustable one shown
here, called AirRise Pro, allows you to convert any standard desk to stand-up version.
* Wall mount flat screen monitor that pivots for viewing and that can be tucked out ofthe way when not
in use.
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CONTACT US
DiGiacomo Homes & Renovation, Inc. is an award winning, husband and wife,
design-build firm that has been honored to bring timeless beauty, value, and
sustainability to neighborhoods throughout the Twin Cities for more than 25 years.
Our services include site analysis, architectural design, interior design, and
construction. As always, contact us with questions or when ready to begin your
custom home or remodel project.
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